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see a big negative impact on the company's earnings. "Goldman is trying to
buy too much higher in the market," says Art Hogan, managing director of
RiverFront Investment Group. The situation has attracted plenty of attention,
from the SEC to the U.S. congress to Donald Trump. And while the Trump
administration may not like the idea, it does not appear to have the power to
stop Goldman from doing the deal. "Goldman Sachs has the capital in the bank
to buy more of this whole block," says Aaron Rudell, CEO of The Green Fund.
The bottom line is that Morgan Stanley's move to sell the New York building
could leave Goldman with two choices: a very costly move to expand into the
area, or taking over Goldman's existing office space. "That is a lot of real
estate to secure, particularly when you consider who they are and what they
have accomplished," says Ken Rosenfeld, president of the Extell Development
Co. in New York. Now that the deal is a reality, Goldman will have to take a
hard look at its existing tower in northern Manhattan, says Rosenfeld. The
tower is one of the biggest in the city, and the company will have to figure out
how to fit in. "In Goldman's case, the merger of all the excess space would
allow them to be extremely efficient in Manhattan," says Rosenfeld. But for
that to happen, the company has to be patient. The combined entity would be
the fourth largest investment banking firm in the world, behind Goldman,
Morgan Stanley and UBS. "In order to take this transaction to the next level,
they will want to have the infrastructure in place
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should be completed at the same time. While Donald Trump spews his venom
for Parkland, Florida, survivor David Hogg is celebrating another big win at the

Oscars. The 18-year-old student, who has been making the rounds at
numerous media outlets, was on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert. Hogg
said he feels like the “left over pig” after all of the hate the students faced

after the shooting because they were the only students in the country
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speaking out against gun violence. Hogg spoke about the lack of
consequences for politicians that ignore the victims of gun violence. “It’s like,
what the fuck?!” Stephen Colbert asked Hogg how he feels about “the left” in

general. “For a while there,” Hogg responded. Hogg went on to explain the left
has lost their way. “At first, we saw the potential for the left to bring about

change,” Hogg said. “Now, instead of the left, people just write [the president]
off,” Hogg said, “and the right and the president just get worse.” Colbert then
asked Hogg how he felt about Trump’s recent tweet about Hogg in particular.
“Honestly, it doesn’t even faze me,” Hogg said. The Trump tweet, which was

blocked by Hogg, read: “Liberal Oscar winner Jimmy Kimmel, and loser in
failing New York ABC network, keeps reading terrible ‘hit’ pieces about me

from the failing @nytimes, and Wacky and Dooper Peter ‘Pajama Boy’ Tingey,”
said Trump in a tweet, “I just used the word ‘boy’ to be nice. Actually, he is a

mess. He shouldn’t be allowed near a young girl!” On Thursday, Kimmel
addressed Trump’s tweet during the Oscars and said he is not scared of the

president. 6d1f23a050
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